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Easily Stack, Mask, Blend Multiple Layers in
Less Than 2 Minutes
STEP BY STEP

Use this path File/Scripts/Load Files

into a Stack.  You will get this

window.  Select Browse, and

navigate to the folder with the

supplied images.  Select all the

images, and click OK. Hit OK on the

Load Layers window and Photoshop

will stack all three photographs into

one file.

The next step is to make sure the order of the images is the same as in the video.  From top

to bottom Face Overlay.jpg, Background Trees.jpg, and Face.jpg. Turn off the face overlay,

and background trees by clicking on the eyeball.  Select the Face.jpg layer so it is

highlighted as seen below.

Use the path Select/Select and Mask to bring up the Select

and Mask window.  Click select subject on the top of the

window, then click refine hair.  On the bottom right of the

window make sure Output To is set to selection.



You should see the selection around your

subject. Click the eyeball next to background

trees.jpg to turn it on. Use the quick key

CMD-SHIFT-I to select the inverse. Click the

mask icon in the bottom of the layers window.

This will create a white mask for the

background, and put the background trees in

the background of the image. At this point

layers should look like the image on the left.

The next step in the process will be to add the Face Overlay.jpg image to the face of the

subject.  This process is extremely simple due to the fact that the image is high contrast.

Instead of selecting the image we can simply use a blending mode to drop the light areas

and keep the dark areas.

To do this, we can simply use the mask we

already created.  To duplicate and move a

mask you need to hold down the OPT or ALT

key, and hold a left click.  Simply, slide the

mask up to Face Overlay.jpg, and that is it. At

this point we need to turn on the Face

Overlay.jpg layer by clicking the eyeball. Use

the quick key CMD or CTRL-I to invert the

mask, change the blending mode to Multiply

(however, I like the contrast blending modes

Overlay and Soft Light better.)  That is it.  If

you want to move the image around the face, click the link icon between the Face

Overlay.jpg image, and the mask. Select the image, and use the move tool to move the

image.  That is it.  The most important tip I can give to you is, pick or shoot your image

wisely.  Take time to learn, and understand what the other blending modes do.  Good Luck

and I hope this tutorial has been helpful.
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